DATA SHEET

Login Enterprise Platform
The industry’s first Digital Workspace Reliability Platform
that provides a modern approach to tackling digital
workspace challenges.

The Digital Workspace is Evolving at Lightning Speed

Technology changes are overwhelming the digital workplace and end-user computing
teams – causing more disruption and slowing innovation. When technology is slow
or fails, it interrupts, distracts, and disengages even the best employee – impacting
revenue and employee retention.
End user computing (EUC) and digital workspace (DWS) leaders struggle to find
practical approaches that keep pace with continual technology updates and increasing
employee expectations. Existing tools, such as digital experience or monitoring tools,
show that all the lights are green while users experience significant degradation of their
business-critical services, revenue loss, and disruption of business processes.
It’s time for a new game plan that balances strategies to minimize digital friction and
maintain predictable costs while improving today’s and tomorrow’s performance.
Your New Gameplan—Login Enterprise
Platform
The Login Enterprise Platform provides a
different approach to tackling these challenges
by delivering:
•

Full coverage of the digital workspace Application and infrastructure performance
are inherently intertwined and require a
solution that evaluates the entire experience.

•

End-to-end observability - Subtle changes
in pre-production and production create
unpredictable results and require a solution
that observes and compares both for higher
reliability.

•

Automated change processes - Adapting
to constant change requires a solution that
increases efficiency through automation and
analyzes change impact based on real user
behavior.

Figure 1 – Login Enterprise works in pre-production and production environments coupled with unique capabilities to benchmark experiences, allowing teams to run faster and implement
much-needed application and infrastructure updates quickly and
with less risk.
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Login Enterprise Platform Capabilities
Low-Code Workflows and Prebuilt Templates
Turnkey interface programming, more reliance
on specialized technology and applications, and
talent shortages mean an increased need and
frequency for testing—as well as bottlenecks—
meaning sometimes the development of test
plans, can be the cause of slowed innovation, or
worse, skipping testing in favor of faster release
timelines.
Login Enterprise Platform replicates real-user
behavior through real-life workflows, such as
logging into an application, searching for data,
clicking on links, opening a report, saving a file,
etc. You can automatically create workflows
using our Application X-Ray utility or create
advanced workflows with conditional logic
statements for more resiliency and flexibility.
Enhanced support for all major business
applications, such as SAP, Salesforce, EPIC,
Cerner, AllScripts, etc., and productivity
applications like Microsoft® Office, including
highly integrated plugins, out-of-the-box
workflows, and scripts. Everyone who needs to
monitor performance can stay in the loop with
unified storage and access to all workflows and
scenarios.
Zero-Impact and Flexible Automation
Other tools typically conduct testing using
agents installed on digital workspaces. The
trouble is that those agents become part of the
ecosystem, potentially creating problems by
interacting with other elements.
With the Login Enterprise Platform, simulated
users mimic human interaction at any time with
a zero-agent footprint, allowing you to test or
monitor regardless of whether the actual user

is present. Schedule once daily, weekly, or
continuously for 24x7x365 coverage from small
to large user populations. You can customize
and group your digital workspaces and specific
applications by different departments, locations,
and worker personas.
Login Enterprise makes testing as flexible and
turnkey as possible by offering built-in control
actions, such log on and log off as well as
application order and wait times, and sessions
can be scaled based on small or large user
populations.

Figure 2 – SAP workflow mimics real user activity and load. Login
Enterprise will notify you if an application breaks, cannot fulfill its
actions, or if the performance falls below specific thresholds.

Objective Measurement with Industry
Benchmarks
Users’ perspective on “performance” is entirely
subjective. You could ask 10 users on the same
digital workspace how satisfied they were with
the experience and receive 10 different answers.
Login Enterprise Platform eliminates guesswork
and subjectivity by employing a scientific
approach that provides consistent measurement
with two leading benchmarks. The EUX Score
provides a numeric benchmark from 1 to 10 that
evaluates various characteristics to determine an
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individual experience. VSImax2 uses enhanced
algorithms, and EUX Score inputs to determine
the true maximum user capacity for DaaS, VDI,
and SBC environments. When used together,
they become valuable markers to create
comparisons that make technology evaluations,
change impact decisions, and identify the
workspace’s overall degradation objective and
quantifiable.

applications are performing. You can quickly
detect issues, such as login failures, login delays,
latency, or application failures, with insights and
alerts. Enhanced reporting features provide
SLA reports, trending views, historical analysis,
application compatibility, and load testing
results in a format easily digested by business
stakeholders.

Figure 4 – The main dashboard displays health and performance
details, so you can act immediately when any issues arise.

Figure 3 – Benchmark report illustrating end user experience on
different Azure Virtual Desktop configurations.

In-Depth Reporting and Notifications
Some reporting tools provide volumes of
technical information that are hard to act
on. Further, IT teams need reporting for
management and senior leadership teams that
must be manually distilled and translated for
business users.
Login Enterprise’s embedded dashboarding
and insight capabilities make vast amounts
of data actionable by providing a high-level
overview and the option to drill down for further
detail. Login Enterprise Platform reporting
includes a world map view for monitoring all
your locations that summarizes information on
how your digital workspaces and monitored

Broad Ecosystem Support
Today’s operating environments are complex,
and no two organizations’ configurations look
the same. But Login VSI has you covered—no
need for many specialized solutions.
Login Enterprise supports prebuilt
customizations and integrations for the leading
VDI, DaaS, and public cloud vendors, such as
VMware, Citrix, Microsoft, and Nutanix. Major
hardware and software vendors leverage our
patented benchmarking capabilities to build
reference architectures that help you with
design, configuration, and implementation
considerations. To ensure integration with
your overall toolset, you can quickly expand
integrations to applications of your choice by
using a fully restful public API to control tests
and share data and alerts.
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Fast and Easy to Implement, Immediate Results

A Single Solution for Every Team

Login Enterprise Platform comes fully configured
and ready to run within your firewalled
environment, whether in the cloud or onpremises. No lengthy, time-intensive custom
implementation or continuous refining is
necessary with the Login Enterprise Platform.
Instead, your deployment will include a fast and
easy setup in your evaluation, pre-production,
and production environments. Adjusting your
subscription as your business grows and
changes over time is also easy. Login Enterprise
deployments are secure, providing the ability
to control access as well as ensuring sensitive
information is protected. Start getting results and
get your team out of the endless configuration,
tuning, updating, and troubleshooting business.

The Login Enterprise Platforms creates a
collaborative approach to optimizing the entire
digital workspace – across infrastructure,
applications, worker types, and locations.

Role

Benefit

Infrastructure & EUC Leaders

Ensure initiatives meet business goals and reduce costs.

EUC & Desktop Operations

Modernize change processes
for faster turnaround of
patches and updates.

VDI & DaaS Administrators

Make defensible technology
choices and optimize performance from initial deployment
to retirement.

SREs & App Owners

Ensure critical apps remain
problem-free and perform
as expected without manual
overhead.

About Login Enterprise Platform
Login Enterprise Platform can be used in preproduction and production to provide endto-end visibility into application functionality,
performance, and compatibility before and after
deploying a change and reporting any issues.
Login Enterprise captures detailed interaction
data to show how applications perform at
various degrees of load to help IT determine if
and when additional infrastructure expenditures
are necessary (and plan for them ahead of time).

Ready to Begin Your Journey?
Learn more about how a digital workspace
reliability platform can be your competitive
advantage.
Ready to see more? Request a live demo of the
Login Enterprise Platform.
Get in touch with the Login VSI team.
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